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Equipment selection and factors for high school racers 

This document is meant to help guide you in equipment selection basics for your skier.  

The team requirements are: 

One pair of skate skis and skate poles 

One pair of classic skis and classic poles 

One pair each of skating boots and classic boots OR a pair of ‘combi’ boots 

Also, see the note below on ‘rock skis’ on final equipment notes.    

Proper fitting of the ski to the skier is the most important aspects of your skier’s 

equipment.  For new skiers and the lowest price point, our affiliation with The Cross 

Country Ski Headquarters in Roscommon, Mariah Frye Colie, (989)-302-7928, 

(about an hour drive) provides a very good performance rental ski for both classic and 

skating (freestyle) disciplines for the entire season.  The seasonal rental price for the 

complete set-up is $200 and is arranged directly with Mariah at the above contact.  The 

staff there is extremely knowledgeable and will get your skier set-up for success.  Your 

skier needs to be with you to get the rental equipment so that they can mark the wax 

pockets for the classic skis properly.  If you have a newer skier to the sport, lower 

budget, etc. this is the best way to go.  If you already own one set of skis, you can rent 

the other type of ski/boot/pole to fill out your equipment needs.   

 

 

 

Purchasing skis: 

As far as purchasing skis, there are a lot of variables to consider.  A reputable shop, 

with a sales person who’s a racer is an advisable place to start.  These are some 

points to consider: 

1) Don’t overlook getting a previous year’s model at a discount-if it’s the right ski.  

Oftentimes you can save up to 50% on a ski going this route and many models 

only have cosmetic changes from year to year.   

2) Some brands will have a three or four versions of the same ski that is made for 

different types of snow. The important thing to understand is if you’re trying to 

find a “one ski fits all” for your racer, ask if the model being presented is the best 

all-around version. 

3) As far as ‘base or base grind’ is concerned, the same rule applies as in item two 

above. If you’re going to have a single pair of skate skis and single pair of classic 

skis, a universal base grind is the best way to go.  
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Bindings: 

There are two style choices today, NNN or SNS/Pilot.  NNN is by far the most popular.  

Most of the boots today, except Salomon, are set up to ski on NNN bindings.  They are 

not interchangeable.  If you don’t have a boot currently, NNN binding system would be 

the better way to go since there are more boot options available.     

Boots:     

As noted above, your boot must match your binding system. It’s a good idea to go to a 

shop that offers several options.  It’s not uncommon to like one brand of boots and 

another brand of skis.  Many boot manufactures offer a boot for women designed for 

their feet.  Also, the same comment for skis applies to boots when looking at prior 

years models that may be on sale.  As long as they fit your binding system, a good 

deal can be had by purchasing a prior year model. 

 

Poles: 

A stiffer pole makes for a more efficient pole, however to get a light weight pole in 

longer lengths for taller skiers requires more graphite material, which will increase the 

price and can be more susceptible to breakage.  For new racers, durability over 

performance may be the way to go because of falling during the learning process.  Ask 

coach K for recommendations.     

 

A final note on equipment.  The VASA ski club has a ski swap hosted by Brick 

Wheels (Saturday, October 22, 2016). This is a great place to purchase used 

equipment at affordable prices.  Vasa ski club members get into the swap early for the 

best selection.  It’s also a great place to pick up a pair of ‘rock’ skis (they’ve been 

priced as low as $15 for a pair).  Every year the team tries to get on the snow as 

quickly as possible and this sometimes means skiing on marginal snow depth 

conditions.  You don’t want an expensive pair of race skis to be gouged up, so a pair of 

rock skis in your arsenal is good to have.  Also check with coach K as he may have an 

old set of skis that would work for rock skis.  

Waxes:       

The team provides skiers with race day waxes as well as waxing time at coach K’s to 

assist performing prep for race day.  Learning how to wax and care for ski’s is a great 

skill for your racer to develop.  The on-line videos at http://www.swixsport.com/Wax-

Resources are a great place to learn some of the basics. If you’re new to waxing, it’s 

good to stick to one brand.  Learning one brand and when it works for the conditions at 

hand is so much easier.  Coach K likes TOKO waxes. They produce some wide range 

http://www.swixsport.com/Wax-Resources
http://www.swixsport.com/Wax-Resources
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glide and kick wax products that work great for every day practice. See coach K for 

more details on waxing needs. 

Required wax equipment for skiers: 

Synthetic cork 

Cold kick wax (Toko Blue recommended) 

Mid kick wax (Toko Red recommended) 

Scraper for removing kick wax 

Wax remover/cleaner (citrus versions work great)   

 
OTHER TIPS AND GEAR SUGGESTIONS 
 

1) TRANSPORTING EQUIPMENT  
Transport skis clipped together and in your ski bag with poles. Boots, gloves, 
hats, dry shirt, balaclava or neck warmer, (buff) can be carried in your gear bag 
or backpack. 

 
 

 
2) Wrist Watch or Stop Watch—better to use time instead of distance.  Everyone 

is able to get a similar workout that is beneficial to all physical levels and skills. 
For example, everyone runs out twenty minutes and turns back, equaling a forty-
minute run. Everyone should return at approximately the same time, but may not 
run the same distance as a teammate. The distance is not the important part; the 
time training is what matters. 

 

 


